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FSB Founders Receive Business to Business Magazine’s TopHonor for 2011

FSB FisherBroyles, LLP is proud to announce that Business to Business Magazine selected
FSB's founding partners, James M. Fisher II and Kevin E. Broyles, as #1 on its list of Atlanta's
Top 25 Entrepreneurs for 2011.

Atlanta, GA (PRWEB) December 07, 2011 -- FSB FisherBroyles, LLP is proud to announce that Business to
Business Magazine selected FSB's founding partners, James M. Fisher II and Kevin E. Broyles, as #1 on its list
of Atlanta's Top 25 Entrepreneurs for 2011. The first-place honors for Fisher and Broyles follow a second place
finish in Business to Business's 2010 list, and reflects the strong growth in 2011 of FSB's alternative law firm
model.

The magazine, published bimonthly in Atlanta by Business Leader Media, and its accounting partner Gifford,
Hillegass & Ingwersen honored the winners late last week.

“This honor is a testament to how compelling the Next Generation Law Firm® model is in this economic
environment. Companies don’t want to pay luxury rates for legal services, but they still want sophisticated, top-
level legal support,” said Fisher. “Our model doesn’t require them to settle on either count.”

Kevin Broyles explained that “the combination of an elite level of talent with a lean, low-overhead model
allows us to deliver exceptional value and is the reason why we are the only law firm entrepreneurs to ever
place in the Top 25, much less win the top award. This is a concept award and our clients and partners deserve
all the credit.”

FSB has been repeatedly recognized by the Atlanta Business Chronicle as one of the fastest growing law firms
in Atlanta.

About FSB. Founded in 2002, FSB FisherBroyles is a full-service law firm with more than 60 partners in New
York,Atlanta, Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas and Washington, D.C. FSB is the first national, cloud-based law firm
that has integrated the concepts of "cloud computing" and "cloud commuting" to create unparalleled economy
and efficiency in the practice of law. FSB offers cost-effective legal solutions to brand-name clients such as
American Express, Morgan Stanley, BB&T, and Porsche Cars North America, among others. FSB has been
recognized as a Tier 1 Atlanta firm the last two years by Best Lawyers and U.S. News & World Report and as
one of the top law firms in Atlanta by the Atlanta Business Chronicle.

Businesses inquiring about legal representation should contact Nygina Mills at mills(at)fsblegal(dot)com and
(866) 211 5914.

© 2011 FSB FisherBroyles, a Limited Liability Partnership. These materials have been prepared for
informational purposes only and are not legal advice. This information is not intended to create an attorney-
client or similar relationship. Please do not send us confidential information.
Whether you need legal services and which lawyer you select are important decisions that should not be based
on these materials alone.
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Contact Information
Nygina Mills, Partner
FSB FisherBroyles, LLP
http://www.fsblegal.com
202 246 5662

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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